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We travel through dimensions of emotion; laughter, joy, tears, frustration... reach heights of success only to drop back.
Yet it is through these experiences we grow and learn to cope as times go by.
Homecoming '73 shouts piercing the night air as we made our way through town... a stop at the light, we've got spirit sp-p-i-r-i-t... the excitement building and gathering momentum as homecoming week flies past... dress to the theme day... lady's day...loat building or rather class get togethers with lots of good times and little building... famous last night constructions... smiles of pride as our parade impressed its observers... the laughter and smiles of the participants and producers... hectic rushing and confusion that ironically creates more energy for tired bodies... victory over a big Hale team... silence as Queer Marcie illuminates the night and instigates proud smiles on everyone's face... the glamour of the Queen's Ball... and the too soon sadness of another vanished moment never to be held again... Homecoming '73.
Leadership, Scholarship, Character, and Service
All Important Attributes

Qualities such as service, leadership, character, and scholarship are attributes of the National Honor Society members. Elected officers President Mary Beth Brandell, Vice-President Pete Cotter, Secretary Mike Milan, and Treasurer Ann McDonald take on the main function of organizing the annual May assembly which new members are initiated. The ceremony consists of the transfer of candles (brand new this year) from the graduates to the new members. It is now their responsibility to spread the light of knowledge not only to their classmates but throughout the world. To help in this endeavor was the ever-ready Mrs. Featheringham, adviser of the honorary group. This year's guest speaker was Dr. Roger Goenner. His words to the students stressed his belief that imagination is the key to a successful life.

Go, Fight, Win
Irish — Hey!

During this year under the supervision of President Cathy Bush, the Pep Club maintained its reputation for spirited action in supporting our athletics program. Through poster contests and hall decorations, they made our refined spirits erupt and kept team morale boosted high. This year’s “big mouth contest” proved the sophomores winners especially Terese Cotter and Harvey Pollard. Another assignment taken on by the Pep Club was skits. Thanks to them our assemblies provided high class entertainment enjoyed by all. Pep Club initiated a new enthusiasm and pride in S.H.A. that will continue to grow as time goes by.

ABOVE: The fans go wild with the extraordinary enthusiasm that only S.H.A. possesses. FAR ABOVE: Pep Club gathers to cheer the boys on even at practice.
A Once in a Life Time Chance — to Change Your Personality

We may not have had to turn people away because of the filled gym but our play was a complete success. We, the cast, had so much fun working together and we will never forget all the times we’ve spent together; like those half sleepy practices first thing Saturday morning, a freezing gym, and spilling grape juice on costumes five minutes before curtain, and last but not least, the cast party.

Shakespeare once said, “All the world is a stage and all the men and women merely actors.” If the world was on our stage, it might be in better shape and have a much more enjoyable time.

Forensics was a worth while experience for all those involved. Everyone worked very hard even though S.H.A. was the only Class D school participating in the Invitational Tournament at Saginaw, we had a person make it to the finals. Through oral interpretation, everyone who took part made their feelings known.

CAST

Maureen Sweeney ........................................ Regina Giddens
Mary Beth Brandell ...................................... Bridie Hubbard
Tom Nolan .................................................... Benjamin Hubbard
Dan Ward ..................................................... Oscar Hubbard
Colleen McNamara ....................................... Addie
Carol Goerner ............................................... Alexandra Giddens
Jim Harrman .................................................. Mr. Wm. Marshall
Jim Campbell ............................................... Cal
Chris Meister ................................................. Horace Giddens
Dolly Kostrewa ............................................. Lee Hubbard
Mr. R.L. Howard ............................................. Director
Mrs. Barbara Allen ......................................... Assistant Director

ABOVE LEFT: Dan Ward, “Oscar,” scoots at getting the rotten end of the deal again. CENTER LEFT: Senior Multiple Reading leads S.H.A. to fame. LOWER LEFT: Academy actors smile on their way to Broadway. LEFT: Serious Forensics participants criticize each other on their way to competition. CENTER: Carol Goerner, Zahn, comforts Mary Beth Brandell, Aunt Bridie. TOP: The stage hands relax after working hard during every performance.
Up on the third floor there is a small room where one can see and hear many strange things. Nonetheless, the sign on the door should have read: QUIET GENIUSES AT WORK!

Through many crises, both major and minor, emerged the finished product — the 1974 Cor Jesu. Not to be forgotten — gnashing of teeth as the deadline approached and ten spreads were yet to be completed.

Throughout it all — advertising campaign, late pictures, Friday deadlines, co-editors Nan Theisen and Beth Scheid somehow "kept it together." Julie Demi kept the finances straight and Ralph Johnson has to be commended for service "above and beyond." Other staff members — copywriters, underclassman editors, and advertising staff — all exhibited the kind of enthusiasm and dedication necessary to "get this thing done!"

Croppers, Grease Pencils, a Bedraggled Staff

RIGHT: Nan Theisen and Beth Scheid toll at their task. ABOVE: 1973-74 Cor Jesu advertising campaign staff. FAR ABOVE: "Football 1973..." dirizes Ralph Johnson to Julie Demi. LEFT ABOVE: "Taking five," the editorial staff is caught on the downwind. LEFT: Underclassman dedication helped to make Cor Jesu '74 possible.
Nostalgic Moments Cherished; Living in the World of Memory

Accomplishments Attained by a Striving S.C.

How many of you have realized what the Student Council did for us? They worked the whole year through bettering old ways and coming up with new ones. Under the direction of President Maureen Sweeney, the Student Council succeeded in giving all the students a meaningful welcome back and the faculty warm encouragement.

It seemed like the year had barely begun before controversy arose. Should our noon hour be lengthened five minutes to give everyone added time to enjoy lunch? Should final dismissal be prolonged five minutes? The matter was quickly settled by a majority vote in favor of the five minute addition.

The highlight of the year, the homecoming week, owes much of its success to the efforts of the working committees of our Student Council. From the time of elections to the last moment of the Homecoming Dance, they strived unendingly to plan a good time for all.

Christmas, that wonderful time of the year, could not pass quietly by without the Student Council planning activities. They organized Christmas caroling. The tramping around in the snow, with cold fingers and toes, the students collected money.

Now can you conceive the important role?
The Game of Chance
Nightlife in Las Vegas

Through a few hard times and lengthy discussions with Seniors and Faculty, the Juniors managed to produce a unique yet memorable Prom and Banquet.

A dinner of turkey and dressing was served in the atmosphere of a Night Club in Las Vegas complete with frilly sophomore servers and bouncers at the door. Entertainment proved the Juniors to be a talented class well-deserving of applause. Bob Horan surprised everyone in his performance of Teen Angel and the whole grease band kept its audience in stitches. Prom followed two weeks after at Riverwood again decorated as a Casino. Over forty couples danced to the music of Gas, Food, and Lodging. Afterwards many stayed on to bowl or play pool.

The Juniors indeed created a memory that will live on for years... Prom 1974.

LEFT: "Is the second piece of pie as good as the first was?"
FAR ABOVE: Marg Johnson and Tim Murphy reign as king and queen at Prom 74. ABOVE: Dig in Junior boys! FAR UPPER RIGHT: Lou Jensen catches 40 limbs before late night activities start to roll. UPPER RIGHT: Marilyn Schall gathers autographs from fellow Seniors. CENTER RIGHT: Sexy sophomore servers add an authentic touch to banquet. FAR LOWER RIGHT: Julie Deni and Jim Campbell enjoy the Casino atmosphere of Riverwood. LOWER RIGHT: Hold on to his chair fellows; Dave Francetic is at it again!
Football Team Finishes With Winning 5-3 Slate

Varsity Football ‘73 was a year of many changes, the main one being a new offense to replace the famous trans-continental.

Practice on the baja meant: “Edward Smith defensive end — Sacred Heart Academy,” the grunts of “Verlon” Cotter and the effortless “moves” of Eddie Jo Warfield before the crabs.

All in all, the Irish finished with a 5-3 record. One which easily could have seen 7-1 had it not been for key plays in close losses to St. Charles and Freeland. However, at homecoming they “gave ‘em Hake” and the bus ride back from Morrice at season’s end was a happy one. Every minute was worth it.

Yes, from, “lets kill Coleman” to “nousurons Morrice,” from Dan McNamara’s opening plunge against the Comets to Jim Hartman’s miraculous kick against the Orioles, they matched their strength, against the toughest schedule to hit here since the “good old days” of the Central Michigan League, and won.
BJP'S Coaching, Total Team Efforts Pay Off
Powell Named Coach of the Year
Saginaw Area Class "D" Champs!

UPPER LEFT: Jeff Jackson (48) heads around end with Pete Cotter leading the way. FAR LEFT: "What play do you want next, Coach?" LEFT: With Pete Cotter (78) leading the interference, Doug Bunting (with ball) takes a pass from Kevin Miller. ABOVE: Leading rusher Dan McNamara goes through a gaping hole in the line created by Ed Carey (60).
Swinging, Putting, Jogging
Minor Athletics Rate High!

The fall of 1973 brought the sports of golf and cross country to S.H.A. Both teams boasted successful seasons: the golf team with a 10-4 record, the cross country team with a 7-3 record. Besides outstanding teamwork, each team had sparkling individual performances. In golf, Steve Kirsch shot a 75 in the State Regionals, making him runner-up. Cross-country’s Victor Wenzensky had a 15.35 run in the Breckenridge meet, to win a first place. He also placed 34th in the State meet, an outstanding representation from a beginning team in state competition.

Under the direction of Coach Barb Allen, girls softball was newly organized, offering an opportunity for fitness and recreation to S.H.A. girl jocks. One conclusion can be drawn — practice will guarantee future success.

The Winning Combination
— New Coach, Sport, Original Irish Spirit!!

The girls of S.M.A. really got into the action this year. Along with the old sport of basketball, a “brand new” game of volleyball entered our school.

Under the supervision of coach Mrs. Allen, both basketball teams had a fairly rewarding season. A record of 3-9 was accomplished by the Varsity, while the Jayvees turned the tables and ended with a 9-3 record.

Leading the Varsity as high scorers were Jeana Bigard and Margaret Johnson. The Jayvees high scorers were Christy Pohl and Carol Rice.

Volleyball was a whole new experience this year. The Varsity and Jayvee teams were led to several victories by Mrs. Allen, but also learned to face a few painful losses. Being only the first year in competition, the season ended with satisfactory accomplishments.

Both sports showed that with a little cooperation and togetherness girls can achieve new recognition as athletes. So watch out men!
Have You Got Spirit?  
Well Let Me Hear It!

But can you dig it?  Yeh ... a smiling, enthusiastic, loyal group of girls made up that special blend of cheerleaders that only SHA can produce. The varsity spent long hours practicing and brain racking, trying to come up with new schemes to create more of that supernatural stuff, spirit. Always the crowd came thru with their famous, deafening “We’ve got spirit, S-P-I-R-I-T,” that continually awed the opposition, brought a beautiful unity into the student body, and most importantly showed the Irish team they had a fantastic group of fans behind them. Marcie Bernard, captain, Andrea Hackett, Marcia Doneth, Bridget Murphy, and Elaine Cluley made up the squad.

The J.V.’s saw their team through a winning season with Dody Kostrzewa as captain, Mimi Schall, Judy McDonald, Jennifer Hall, and Mary Sheppard. Six girls made up the Freshmen squad; Cindy Richmond, Patty Nolan, Carol Goenner, Helen Johnson, Jamie Milan, and Debbie McCann.

UPPER LEFT: A-C-A-D-E-M-Y, Academy. LEFT: Freshmen Cheerleaders are Patty Nolan, Jamie Milan, Debbie McCann, Carol Goenner, Cindy Richmond, Helen Johnson. TOP: J.V. Cheerleaders are Mimi Schall, Mary Sheppard, Judy McDonald, Jen Hall. CENTER: Marcie Bernard can’t understand why Bridget Murphy is so excited over a flower. ABOVE: J.V. Cheerleaders demonstrate unending spirit. RIGHT: Varsity Cheerleaders are Marcie Bernard, Andrea Hackett, Marcia Doneth, Bridget Murphy, Elaine Cluley.
S.H.A. Basketball 1973-74 — a Sure Fire Winner

With seven Seniors, seven Juniors, and one Soph, the Irish popped heartily early in the season, taking big 12, 20, 31, and 55 point victories before the Christmas layoff took its toll.

When the red suddenly went cold, they had to start working the ball into 6'6" Dave, and 6'5" Joe Simons. The change worked and when the wing men began to hit again the Irish were well off and on their way to a 15-5 season and an honorable mention position on the final Michigan Class D rankings. S.H.A. bowed to Saginaw St. Mary's in the opening District game.

LEFT: Ball control by Dave Simons. UPPER LEFT: Kevin Milam came back to spark Irish. ABOVE: Steve Kinch, the long range king, fires again. UPPER RIGHT: Tourney time gets Doug Bunting jump for two more. RIGHT: Bob Horan dazzles opponents.
Three Seniors, Plus Two, Spark B-Ball Quintet

LEFT: Varsity Basketball team. (L to R) — Front Row: Doug Bunting, Dave Grininger, Kevin Milan, Bob Runnmosen, Bob Horan, Mike Milan and Steve Kirsh. Back Row: Lou Jensen, Dave Somerville, Tim Murphy, Dave Simons, Bill Lukens, Joe Simons, Pete Cutler, Bill Myler and Coach Denny Kuiper. UPPER LEFT CORNER: Joe Simons displays his fine shooting touch. ABOVE LEFT: Coach Denny Kuiper dazzles the girls. FAR ABOVE: All area forward, Dave Simons, goes to the hoop. UPPER RIGHT: Does Tim Murphy smell a wall??? RIGHT: Sophomore guard Bill Myler hits "Adrian Dantley Style". ABOVE: The "B-Ball" quarterback, Dave Grininger, looks for another assist.
Successful Season for Junior Varsity; Spirit Displayed by Freshmen!

Although starting out slow, the Irish reserves fought back in a land of giants to post a 14-6 record. The spirited Irish compensated for a lack of height with their agility and talent. Under the helm of Lloyd Schrotenboer, all the little Irish played and scored, proving that the hours of practice paid off.

Beating arch rival Beal City and a tough Saginaw St. Stevens team were highlights of the season. Every player on the team contributed and the Irish were especially led by the fine play of Steve Baumann, Joe Brandell, and Bill Brehm.

The Red, White, and “Blue” should add much more power to an already powerful varsity in the 74-75 season.

Under the direction of alumnus Tom Collins, the Freshmen, lacking men and experience, played a very fine season. A highlight of the cagers’ year was a hardfought victory over a tough Central Montcalm team.

The Freshmen were led by Mike McCormick, Barney Theisen, and Nick Spence. These boys scored many a point and pulled down many caroms for the team. The Fresh have the ability for a fine J.V. team next year.
Big Sacred
"Hardy" Men Show Ambition!

The 1974 baseball season saw Coach Powell field one of his youngest teams since he took over the helm here at S.H.A. Six and sometimes seven of his starting nine were underclassmen. Nevertheless, the squad started the season by battling their way to a 7-2 record and a number five rating in the class "D" poll before heavy rains washed out seven of their next eight games. When the clouds cleared, the Irish closed out the regular season with four wins against two losses making their overall record 11-4.

Then disaster struck. Three days after the Irish walked all over Ashley 15-3, the Bears came up with a surprising 4-1 victory eliminating the Red and White from the high school playoffs, thus bringing a highly successful season to a very abrupt end.
Amazing Playoffs
Bring Irish Hopes — Down Fast

ABOVE: Tom Nolan catches another opponent out at first.
RIGHT: Mike Milan beats out another hit. FAR ABOVE: Tom Nolan selects a bat for batting practice.

ABOVE: To a baseball game fan this is a familiar scene.
LEFT: Kevin Milan prepares for pitching practice. FAR LEFT: Tom Nolan bites the dust.
Track 74 was a season of single moments. As in most other sports the team was made up mostly of underclassmen. First year Coach Rick Nunn did a good job training his squad as they so many times came so close to the taste of victory. When the big moments came the Irish poured it on.

At the Chip Relays a team of four S.H.A. stars B. Neff, V. Wenzensky, D. Francetic, and B. Lannen, beat the old class “D” record in the Two Mile medley by seven seconds breezing to victory.

Seven was a lucky number for girls track this year as they took seven firsts at both Clare and Vestaburg. This season was just a beginning to a fantastic team next year.

Track Stars Finish Seventh of Seventy-Seven

The Universal Language, Music

Many beautiful voices, personalities, intentions, and lives blend together in the choral groups of S.H.A., led by a supertalented, super-patient, super lady, Mrs. Hughes. Girls Ensemble, Chorus class and Madrigals found out what started as off-key squeaks slowly became a flow of beautiful music. Mrs. Hughes' famous class line became, "Spit out that gum and take out that candy."

The highlight of the year was the annual Christmas assembly with each group performing for the school and a suspiciously familiar-looking Santa Claus! Raising the already evident yule tide spirit, the choral groups added a cultured, religious air to our Christmas cheer. Through the long hours of practice, laughter, and concentration, separate individuals found immense satisfaction in joining together with a little cooperation, a little effort, and a lot of love for music. Those who participated enjoyed the feeling of a job well done.
We Become More Wholly One — Through Religion

Striving to become part of the group of people who lead the world, light the darkness, permeate the doubtlfulness of now... Reaching to become part of the intellectual doers of the world who are called Christians... Working to become part of the happiest, most gentle, pleasant people in the world who are so filled with optimism and faith in God, and in one another, that their patience and love and trust spills into our ambigious surroundings... These are some of the goals of our religion program. The religion classes are the often-times unnoticed, but unmistakable foundation of S.H.A. The classes, taught by the mighty team of Sr. Lucille, Fr. Thome, Sr. Elaine, Mrs. Hamilton, Sr. Diane, Sr. Louise, Mrs. Fredericks and Mr. Howard, make the unity of the school. They make the spirit, they make the attitude, they form the thinker, the questioner, the individual... the Christian individual, who time after time has been accused of capturing the secret of the rainbow, the peace of heart.
The Key to Communication, Through Literature

To step away from now... go beyond our set limits of imagination... discover a new fantastic world of imagery and beauty. These aims are sought in our studies of literature with the combined efforts of Sister Euphemia, Mrs. Hamilton and Mrs. Fredricks. After long hours of work from Mrs. Featheringham and the English Dept. we have developed a smooth system for selecting mini-courses which enables the students to pick their classes and consequently find a deeper appreciation for their English classes. This year new courses such as Honors English, Shakespeare, and Basic English made it possible for students to fill the small gaps in their knowledge of the English Language.

FAR LEFT: "What's the noun in this sentence?" questions Mrs. Fredericks to Lorraine Strawn. LEFT: Sister Euphemia keeps her Honor English students laughing. LOWER LEFT: "What do you mean it's not accepted because of misspelled words?" demands Dave Verway. RIGHT: Sister Euphemia nods her head in understanding at Marcie Bernard's perplexed expression. FAR RIGHT: Dave Gruninger caught in a rare scene, studying? LOWER RIGHT: Mrs. Hamilton acts as a guardian angel over her journalism class.
Today's Tangled Tongue, Will Express Meaning

"Silver tongues" were the gift of the Speech and Language department to Sacred Heart. Foreign Languages and the ability to speak in public didn't come easily, but with patient guidance and instruction on the part of teachers, and a bit of work from the students, they made it happen. Our debate team was coached by Mr. Anderson to a standing of second in the S.H.A. Debate League, third in the Mid-Michigan League and 42-29 record. Yay coach! Mr. Howard managed to show his class that it really didn't kill them to stand up and give a speech to a crowd of more than two or three. In the foreign tongues part of the department, Sister Euphemia taught her class (and everyone else!) that Latin isn't a dead language. Mrs. Dieterle also brought a little culture to Sacred Heart with her French I class. Merci Mrs. Dieterle!

A Silver Tongue — A Gift From Heaven

UPPER LEFT: "Three seconds to go," states Mr. Howard. ABOVE: Marcia Donreth uses her head for a pantomime in Mr. Howard's Speech class. UPPER RIGHT: Mr. Anderson, where did you put Mr. Surfei? RIGHT: Debate class includes (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT): D. Grinzinger, D. Ward, M. Brandell, J. Johnson, C. Ahlern, M. Milan, C. Nolan, D. Verway and Mr. Anderson.
To Travel Around the World, Five Times a Week

Students at Sacred Heart this year were provided excellent opportunities to open their eyes to the world around them. With today’s society often chaotic and bewildering, we have been lucky to have our social studies instructors to guide us through, showing us what has been and what can be. This year has seen three new personalities come to Sacred Heart to aid us in gaining a reasonable perspective of the world. Mr. Kuiper taught World History to the freshmen. Those ancient Greeks and Romans led a pretty exciting life! Seniors had Mrs. Hamilton to lead them through the maze of modern Government first semester and Consumers Education second. Look out Ralph Nader, you’ve got competition! Last, but not least, of the new additions is Sister Louise. Sister teaches geography to a mixed group of seniors and juniors. Poor Sister! Really, she says they’re not THAT bad. Mr. Howard, not a new addition, but a great asset to the department, taught the juniors about their proud heritage in American History class.
“Open that window, it’s hot down here! Hold it . . . keep that window closed.”

“Wait a second, it may blow any minute, let the kid do it . . .”

“What do you mean we’re having a test today?”

Confused? If you haven’t heard any of this then you aren’t in a science class. Come down in the basement and look around if you dare. Why Louis Pasteur even has his own room down here. We do other things too besides keeping to Chemistry, Biology, and Physiology. This year we have a new added attraction; an Ecology class taught by Sister Diane.

So come down! You have to see it to believe what’s really happening in the world of science. Don’t touch anything though. You just never know whether that gummy cookie may be the remains of a fatal experiment.

A World of Discovery, in S.H.A.’s Basement

FAR LEFT: Sister Diane is playing with her new Give-a-Show projector. ABOVE LEFT: There’s little mad scientist in all of us illustrated by Andrea Hackett and Pete Conner. LEFT: Doug Somerville says confidently, “Don’t worry if it blows, I’ll handle it.” RIGHT: Behind the scenes in Biology class; what really happens when Sister Elaine isn’t looking. ABOVE: Pete Campbell and Dave Bortner might just learn something under Sister Elaine’s watchful eye.
Typewriter . . .
Slide Rule . . .
We're Ready!

Our math and business department was the largest it has been in past years. Sister Lucille got the freshmen going with Algebra I. Sophomores got into planes and triangles in Geometry with Mrs. Allen. Juniors also had Mrs. Allen for Algebra II. Oh no, logarithms! Sr. Diane taught the seniors everything they were supposed to know about Trig and Senior Math (but didn't want to ask!)

In the business end of the department, Mrs. Scholl taught Typing I and II and Bookkeeping. She sure knows how to keep those fingers busy! While Mrs. Scholl kept them occupied, Sister Diane got into the act here too with her General Business class.
This year's gym department saw two new faces at its head. Mrs. Allen took over the girls gym classes, while Mr. Kuiper ably manned the guys classes. In all the gym classes, the favorite activities were bowling and volleyball. Chippewa Bowling lanes will never be the same again!

Health class was another aspect of the learning experience in this department. Don't ever wipe out in front of one of those health kids, you'll be taped from head to toe in two minutes.

Maintenance this year became a completely different experience in every way. Senior class "janitors" managed to put real effort into everything they did; both right and wrong! Actually, we think that deep down in their little hearts, the maintenance men have a genuine love for S.H.A.'s bathrooms.

Gym classes and our maintenance men have certainly added to the complete experience at Sacred Heart—showing you don't always have to learn in traditional ways.

FAR LEFT: Hey Spence, quit it, that tickles. UPPER LEFT: Maintenance makes you really appreciate your bathrooms. LEFT: I thought junior cleaned up, not messed up. CENTER: Is that Carol Rice hurt, again? ABOVE CENTER: Nothing but another piece of trash, there's only one place for Dave Henry. FAR ABOVE: Faster than a rocket, stronger than a speeding locomotive, it's super-Simos. ABOVE: Chris Pohl puts one of the moves she learned in gym to use on the court.
With a Little Help, When We Are Late Or — a Friendly Smile

It always seems like Christmas in the office with the hustle and bustle continuing all year long. Principal Jim Surles and Secretary Mrs. Dietterle try to unscramble the confusion and with a great deal of effort, occasionally they get ahead. Often times students help out too; for class credit of course. With a mix up in schedules Mrs. Featheringham, our guidance counselor, is always nearby to help. This year she has a new partner Mr. Kirchen, who aids seniors in their search for a college.

The library and library annex are open seven hours a day for the students relaxation and research. Sister Thomas Bernard is always of great assistance in locating information or books.

FAR UPPER LEFT: Hello Sacred Heart Zoo. LOWER LEFT: Tim Murphy enjoys looking at the cheerleaders in the old yearbooks. LEFT: Mrs. Dietterle makes an early escape from the office. UPPER RIGHT: Maintenance class takes five in the library annex. RIGHT: Mrs. Featheringham and Mr. Kirchen are dazzled at the brilliance of the S.H.A. students. ABOVE: Sr. Thomas Bernard is always willing to lend a helping hand.
As Freshmen We Begin a Four Year Adventure!

At last we had arrived. We were finally freshmen in High School. The first day held fears, anxiety, challenges and new experiences. Slowly we began to feel at home in our new surroundings. Those huge dark halls and numerous rooms became part of our lives, five days a week. We started to relax and enjoy mixers, pep rallies, games and even our classes.

Homecoming and H-hop held lasting memories in the minds of many freshmen. Although we have been put in our place by upperclassmen, we still know we belong here.

Now we can look back and laugh as we realize how foolish we were, also, we look with anticipation to the future.
High School Brings a Bright New World

MIDDLE LEFT: Jim Trainor watches intently as Gene Tilmann demonstrates how to get a drink of water. ABOVE LEFT: Freshmen float proclaims that "The Beat goes on." RIGHT: Freshmen Class Officers display winning smiles. Tammy Cashen, Marta Kiplmueller and Cathy Kinz. UPPER RIGHT: Judy Weaver seems unaware of background gossip. FAR UPPER RIGHT: "If I time this right I should miss the test," ploths Kim Det lang.
Freshmen Show Unlimited Drive and Spirit!!!
And a New Day Will Dawn, for Those Who Stay Long...

On the first day of the school year, back in the fall we walked through the front doors with new hopes, dreams, and ideas.

Unlike the year before we knew what we wanted but weren’t really sure how to get it. Teamwork, ambition and the thought of, we can do it, put us through the activities of the year.

Through the year we’ve grown in many ways. We’ve learned to be a friend and to have a friend. We still have a long way to go with many questions unanswered, but each day brings us a little closer.

Mark Condon
Theresa Cotter

Dave Croll
Kevin Doerr

Theresa Doherty
Marvin Doneth

Debbie Evans
Pete Ech

Dick Fonton
Jeff Francetic

Cathy Alders
Steve Baumann
Dave Boettner
Joe Brandell
Bill Brehm

Mike Brehm
Pete Campbell
Debbie Chalkey
Jeanne Cole
Mary Ellen Cole

FAR LEFT: Theresa Doherty demonstrates tongue power! CENTER: Sophomores produce first place float through continuous teamwork. LEFT: Marvin Doneth ponders over the idea of asking for help.
United We Stand in Sharing, Loving and Caring

Molly Frick
Nancy Frick
Chuck Gefford

Bob Graham
Robin Greene
Mike Grinzingor

Jennifer Hall
Kevin Hall
Mary Henry

Jeff Jackson
Pat Johnson
Jackie Jones

UPPER LEFT: As you can see, some of us work and some of us don't. ABOVE: Home sweet home! UPPER RIGHT: Sophomore attendant, Mary Kipmueller, laughs her way through the excitement of homecoming. RIGHT: Pete Rich and Mary Henry look over their work.
Filled With Sunshine, We Ready for the Future

Bill Myler
Chris Natrel
Debbie Phelps

Dan Pollard
Jim Powell
Chris Rochleau

Mimi Schall
Dan Sheppard
Mary Sheppard

Pat Sheppard
Mary Spence
Lorraine Strauss

FAR LEFT: No. 1 class produces No.
1 float. UPPER LEFT: Mary Sheppard
yells, "Hurry up, the bus is here!"
LEFT: "Sister are you sure that's the
right answer?" cry sophomore girls.
UPPER MIDDLE: Class Officers: pres.
Dobie Cluley, Vice-pres. Joe Brandell,
ABOVE: Dave Murphy holds up the
wall.
Junior Unity Is Expressed With We Are Great, We Really Jive, We’re the Class of . . .

As time passes by, we sometimes let our memories slip through our fingers. The things we did together and the good times we had just seemed to float away. But this year, our Junior year, is a time where everything will be remembered and all our happenings will seem like only yesterday.

The usual ‘class of 75’ enthusiasm began in girls basketball where the majority of the varsity team was made up of Juniors. The Junior girls made a real effort and because of their pep and spirit, the team was a team.

We then turned our attention to Homecoming where we worked hard on our float and looked forward to the dance. Junior unity triumphed as our float placed second and memories of the dance live on.

Leave it to the Juniors to make even a long trip to Canada exciting when they entertain the bus with their ‘orange eating ability.’

Another year has come and gone. We are a year older, a year from graduating, a year from being out in the world. We’ve learned and done so much this year but there is still so much more. So we, the Class of 75, will stick together to get the most out of what we have left as Juniors and as future Seniors.
Rowdy Junior Spirit Dominates Over All

Robin Graham
Jim Hartman

Bob Horan
Nancy Jo Howell

Jay Huber
Mike Hutchins

Joe Jabour
Mike Klein

FAR LEFT: "Who's got a tootie roll?" Sheila Butters exclaims.
LEFT: Attendant Barb Pasinok, escorted by her father.
CENTER: "Heavy" Junior guys lift heavy load. UPPER RIGHT: Elvis jives on second-place Junior Float. LOWER RIGHT: Vice-President Bob Rasmussen shows his ability by his seriousness.
We’ve Come So Far With Still a Ways to Go

LEFT: Friends, Romans, Countrymen, lend Jim Hartman your ears. UPPER LEFT: What’s the distraction? CENTER: Robin Graham refines after hours of dancing to Nudus. UPPER RIGHT: Jim Hartman asks Jay Huber, “What’s that crawling down your neck?” LOWER RIGHT: Betsy Berndt and Julie Torpey, are you really studying or just gossiping? FAR LOWER RIGHT: Juniors show muscle power.

Rosie Lannen
Doreen McCann
Mark McCoy
Ann McDonald

Kathy McDonald
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With a Future Ahead, We Strive for Today

Being a senior is working hard to produce a Fantastic Queen's float, remembering the dumb things you did as a freshman, hoping nobody else remembers the dumb things you did as a freshman, turning 18, good times at Fran's parties, your last home game, letting the Juniors worry about Prom and Banquet, getting measured for graduation hats, sweating out Mrs. Hamilton's term paper in Government, sixth hour honor pass, counting the days until graduation, making out a class will, Senior forensics parties (on the road!), pipelining contests, being too good to go to mixers, realizing this is the last year your class will be together, going on retreat with Sr. Elaine, wondering what you will be doing next year, figuring out a senior prank, Class Night practice, watching the days grow longer as the time until we leave grows shorter, hoping our future years will be as good as the ones we shared at S.H.A.
The Journey Completed to Be ... Relived and Cherished in Memory
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ABOVE: Seniors cherish the thought of no more flowers to fold and fluff. FAR ABOVE: Kathy Condon and Frances Butters engage in a heavy "Bird Seed" session. LEFT: Marcie Bernard glows as she delivers a "thank you" speech. FAR LEFT: Smiling class officers Pres. Fran Butters, V.P. Jodee Gepsford, Tres. Kathy Condon, Sec. Marcie Bernard.
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ABOVE: Undaunted Senior Spirit. ABOVE RIGHT: The practiced Dave Grin- zinger pose. CENTER: "Tim, don't you have anything better to do?" RIGHT: Andrea Hackett will never make water girl with those legs. FAR RIGHT: Kathy Swezey gives "needed" example for seniors.

No Matter Who You Are I Will Love You Still
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That'll Be the Day, Prophesized Many but Class Nite Happened
A Familiar Face Now, Will Become Shadows

FAR LEFT ABOVE: Bruce Bigard snaps another senior memory. FAR LEFT: Valedictorian Margaret Johnson receives her well deserved diploma. LEFT ABOVE: Maureen Sweeney seems happy that graduation has arrived. CENTER: A moment of reflection illustrated by Dan McNamara. LEFT: "O.K. take my picture" states Nancy Diebel. FAR ABOVE: Oh! Such a fair sound. ABOVE: "Hat! Hat! fooled ya all, I made it," says Andy Spence. ABOVE RIGHT: "Cathy you really have made it!" says Mr. Sarles. RIGHT: Marilyn Schall thinks — this is one time I won’t get a detention.
As time goes by, I realize, just how much you mean, to me —
You are the shared laughter, the good times, the inside jokes
You are the tears of exhaustion, the blown tempers, the following apologies
You are the feeling of pride from a job well done, the warmth of an extended hand, the much-needed understanding given through a quiet smile
You are four years of growing, learning, experiencing, becoming me, becoming us
You are memories of the most precious years of our lives sealed with love
And now, now that you're gone, promise this bond can live on forever.
September found us an enthusiastic team, ready to knock the school dead with a fantastic yearbook. But there's always that first deadline "rush" which dampens a few spirits while also teaching us it pays to start working early. Through both the good and the bad this book has survived and holds treasured memories for many.

We wish to extend our sincerest gratitude to Mr. Surlis, who continually, kept us up to date on money matters — Mr. Pesano, our yearbook representative — Julie Denl, business manager — Guy & Dolls Photography for their service — Mrs. Hamilton, our adviser, who kept us organized and content doing our job. A special thanks to Ralph Johnson who was always willing to supply those last minute, badly needed pictures.

Most of all we want to thank all of you who will read this book and relive the memories of 1973-74.

Working together, realizing individual needs, are all parts of becoming you. This becomes evident AS TIME GOES BY . . .

Take Care — Beth Scheid & Nan Theisen